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By Beldon Baxter

Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Merriam Press Modern Poetry MP1. First
Edition (2014). Are these really poems left behind the times? Very definitely. They just don t seem at
one with today s quotidian, media-frantic, app-this, app-that obsessions, so much in our foreground
now. Grabbing at the moment, being in the moment has much to do here with nature and its
appeal. Nature s so often the subject of the author s poetry in this tome, and despite the terribly
intrusive, addictive media foreground, nature remains a very different realm, and still an important
one. Is this poetry somehow supposed to help preserve nature and animals? No, it obviously can t.
Come with the author as he celebrates in rhyme what touched him through a variety of moods and
seasons. Perhaps some of these will evoke similar feelings in you. A sampling of the titles of the
poems: A Friend s Cats in Winter; Always The Lake; And Yet I Can t; Another Spring; Appreciating The
Day; April Reminder; Autumn Day Begging For Capture; Autumn Flowers; Autumn Dialectic; Back To
The Freeway; Bell...
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These sorts of ebook is the greatest ebook readily available. Sure, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf
from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz

This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly get
a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindg r en-- Lynn Lindg r en
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